MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Peace Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF EMBODIED PEACE
MODULE FIVE : THE MOTHER OF PEACE

Peace Mother
THE MOTHER OF PEACE

INTRODUCTION
With the softness of dew drops and the gentle rhythm of waves, Peace
Mother’s presence has now sailed into your life. Flowing and nourishing,
Peace Mother has come to tenderly restore your frazzled edges and parched
heart. She has come to return you to the truth of your harmonious nature,
and she is with you now placing her peace filled balm over the areas of pain
in your life, and with her soothing watery femininity, washing your soul anew.
Peace Mother flows with the elemental grace of water, to move your life
deeper and deeper into a re-membering of peace. Her way is not the peace
arising from the absence of fear, but the peace that is centred in the loving
truth of your inner wholeness: your known and unknown; your lost and
celebrated; your conscious and unconscious selves. Peace Mother is here to
reconnect you to your essential truth: just like Love, you are Peace - already.
In her infinitely calm way, Peace Mother has come to wash you away from
reaction to pain-based thinking, into the deep, wise feminine tranquillity and
purpose that lies beyond it. She is here to show you how we always have an
opportunity to find a win / win solution in every conflict and that every
conflict is a call for peace. Peace Mother is ready to show you how to Be that
peace.
Pain and suffering do not have to be your teachers. Peace Mother, if you let
her, will show you another way. Pain is your body's way of calling your
attention, pain signals you to take notice, action and care. Emotional pain is
your soul's way of asking for healing and pain, and when penetrated,
becomes a route to freedom.
No longer do you have to live your life in reaction to what you don’t want or
from choices made in avoidance pain. Peace mother is here to enable you to
face and then journey through pain, to transform it and to find the spacious
harmony and the tranquillity that lies beyond. Who could you be without the
scar tissue of hurt-stories? How peace filled would your life be if you perceived
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life through a new lens?
Peace Mother has also entered your life ready to transform your
relationships. Her purpose is to nourish you with the capacity to fulfil the
contracts encoded in your soul. The people in your life are there for a reason.
A Course in Miracles would say, they are in your world for one's purpose, to
either help you give the love only you know how to give or to invoke a
greater form of love - the call for love - from within you. They will show you
how to be a new version of yourself, the conscious emanation of the love
that heals,
Spend long enough time with Peace Mother's mandala and she will help
you exorcise the beliefs you play out that perpetuate violence or harm in
your everyday world. Peace Mother wants to pull you inwards. Her heady
currents, if you let them, will pull you past the deep water of your
unconscious unprocessed hurts into the equanimous peace of your
embodied soul.
To rest here though you must dive deeper than your hurt stories. You must
let go of your craving and addiction patterns. You must swim deeper than
your aversion and avoidance patterns. You must actualise the resilience,
stamina and faith embedded in your soul. The journey is worth it because it
is here that you will find the peace that will last generations. As you live your
peace, you will not only unburden your children from believing your hurt
stories are the truth, you will model to them what living peace on Earth can
be.
Soft as gentle rain and as ruthless as a tsunami, never underestimate the
transformational force of Peace Mother. She is with you now, washing away
the knotted notions and memories that bind stories of pain to your being.
It is time to wash your soul clean. It is time to dive deep into your first mother
mandala of commitment and awaken your authentic soul expression of
living peace.
Your guide is with you now, swimming with you beneath the storm whipped
waves of your emotional world, down into the dark water of your
unconscious. She will stay with you, ever holding your hand until you find the
bedrock of Universal Wisdom within you. Peace Mother is with you, returning
you to the infinite peace of

Equanimity
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She who heals the
violence of your soul

AWAKENING PEACE MOTHER WISDOM
When Awakening Peace Mother glides into your life, she does so consistently, one nurturing
drop at a time. Aqueous by nature, calming and soothing, Peace Mother has come to return
your heart and mothering world to peace.
In MotherQuest, we know a few things for certain: firstly, you are the expert of your world and
secondly, that you are NOT broken, damaged, intrinsically bad or deficient – in any way. We
also know that in your truest nature, you are good, you are beautiful, you are unique and you
are Love. We also know that the very essence of you is Peace.
We know this because we too have found that peace is an essence of all of us.
In MotherQuest, the purpose of each Mother Mandala is to return you to the core of your
sacred feminine soul and the blazing truth of your own essential nature.
Peace is not the absence of discord or even the absence of conflict, because both are essential
for growth. Peace, instead, is a fluid, harmonious way of being. It is the essence of who you are.
Peace is the golden part of your soul that lies deeper than your stories and memories of pain.
Peace is the antithesis of violence or acts of harm that come from a closed heart. Peace is you,
without the effects, memories (of this lifetime or others) and consequences of trauma.
Peace IS.
Now, Peace Mother, with her gentle, powerful and undeniable presence has come to show
you how to realise the depth and innocence within you. She is with you now, helping you to
allow the peace to expand its nourishing presence within your essence and activate its flow,
opening you to your soul's burning desire to dive in and live your unique vision of peace.
Because of this, Peace Mother quite literally is here to transform your world.
It is now time to release your need to learn from suffering and pain. Struggle ended with
Death Mother. Peace Mother heralds the time to relinquish any grip that violence has on your
soul. It is time to navigate your sacred inner terrain of feelings and become an ambassador of
peace in your world.
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PEACE MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

RE-MEMBERING YOUR TRUE NATURE
Most of us have been raised with an acceptance or even an expectation that pain, or
some form of violence is a normal part of life. A generation ago it was normal for children
to receive corporal punishment at school; two generations ago, everyone was living
through two World Wars. Before then, violence, pain, and suffering were a part of life in
most civilisations on our planet.
Today, war, pain and suffering are still a part of life for most people living on our planet.
Is it in yours?
Are you experiencing more daily peace that your parents or grandparent’s generation?
Are you raising your creative children with a greater level of peace than you were?
Are you a champion for a more peaceful way of life?
Or do you believe that pain = reality?
Is 'no pain no gain' a slogan in your life?
Are you continuing, possibly unconsciously, to perpetuate the world view that pain is
expected in daily life? We are not just talking about physical pain here, but all pain that
causes your suffering.
Peace Mother is with you asking - do you believe that suffering is a part of sentient life? If
you do, what causes this suffering and also what ends it? How do you manage pain,
violence or turbulent emotions in your life?
Peace Mother wants to awaken - permanently - in your world. She wants your experience
of peace to be superior to your acceptance of pain, she wants struggle to disappear from
your world and she wants you to have a rich lifelong love affair with peace. Are you ready
to challenge your beliefs about pain and suffering? Are you ready to re-examine, review
and reject long-held beliefs about the world - even if they are fundamental to your
understanding of who you are and how love is?
Are you ready to explore the Truth that Peace, like Love, is your essential nature?
What if the deeper you dig, the more you understand your soul, and the more peace you
would find? What would happen if the next time your heart hurt, or you remembered a
sad experience, you got present with your feelings, rather than pushing them away?
What would happen if you gave yourself permission to stand and feel - to experience
energy-in-motion ~ your emotions ~ and let the thunderstorm of their intensity pass
through …
What would happen if you leaned into the MotherQuest Mothers who came before Peace
Mother ~ that you trusted that impermanence is permanent, that every ending brings a
new beginning? Could you then believe that becoming present with pain could return
you to peace?
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What would happen if you trusted that you are connected to a tribe of strong
women? What if you knew belonging is always available for you to lean into
no matter how alone you feel, and that you are The Mother of your world?
The Sovereign Mother Queen to be precise. Would you then give yourself
permission to also be The cultivator of Peace in your world?
If it’s not YOU who can give you this permission, then who can? In Women’s
Way, the Sacred Feminine is not an active seeking force but a radiating
presence. Our feminine nature (biology) is both receptive and emanating. We
are programmed cellularly, to receive, connect and to extend.
It is our choice whether we extend from love, which is the truth of who we
are, or we extend from our ego or fear mind which is the illusion we dance in.
Suffering and pain may have been a part of human life, but it's not the Truth
of our sacred nature. At any moment we can turn our other cheek and chose
to create from Love and peace, because…
Peace is already within you.
Our task as souls embodied in the feminine is to radiate and emanate our
peace-filled spirits ~ from our core out. The problem though is that our
bedrock of inner peace lies buried under memories of painful experiences
and stuck emotions. This stagnant energy turns mouldy and grows hairy
forests of scary beliefs and unpleasant assumptions. Who wants to travel
through scary skanky wild places full of unprocessed wounds and fears?
It’s understandable that we avoid our painful recollections; we swim as far
away from our buried emotions as possible. But staying on the surface, where
the waves of ever greater unpredictability lie won't help either. On the
surface, we are caught inside the two greatest causes of suffering - craving
(wanting what we haven't got) and aversion (not wanting what we have got).
Thankfully, as Peace Mother is here to show you, beyond your perception of
violence, there is always a river of peace flowing, even in the wildest of
memories.
Peace holds no judgment and when we are brave enough to see the
wholeness of our stories - without the perspective of either 'it was good' or 'it
was bad', but just is - we find the solid ground of equanimity and the lasting
peacefulness that is always there. Be brave beautiful woman, it is time to
create pockets of peace and release the beliefs and habits that stop you from
living your peace.
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"Is suffering really necessary? Yes and no.
If you had not suffered as you have, there would be no depth to
you as a human being, no humility, no compassion, You would
not be reading this now. Suffering cracks open the shell of ego
and then comes a point when it has served its purpose.
Suffering is necessary until you realise it is unnecessary."
- ECKHART TOLLEE

PEACE ON EARTH
STARTS WITH ME
Believe it or not, we are now living with a level of affluence, freedom and
harmony that only existed as a dream in the vision of our ancestors. Our
peace was fought for as our children's and great grandchildren's peace is also
worth fighting for.
We are all capable of being pioneers of peace, and when I mean fight, I mean
visioning and realising. For we each alone are responsible for being our own
champion of the sacred awakening of a peace-filled planet.
Awakening Peace Mother is now with you to help you open doorways of
possibility.
She has come with the unfathomable power of water to reconnect you to
your Soul’s light, to wash away your pain and unlock our inner power of
peace. She is here to let your vision of peace on earth free, AND she is here
with the tools to help you do it.
Peace mother has four awakening quests, each one centred on either
your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual lives.

Each task builds on from the other, each one has one purpose : To be the one
drop. The One practice. The one mind changing miracle that restores your
inner world to your outer world and centres your life completely in peace.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest One

1

Your vision for Peace on Earth
YOUR QUEST TASK
Awakening Peace Mother is with you now asking you to define precisely what peace
on Earth would look like for you - today. It’s time to awaken to your vision of peace
so that you can be it.

PART A : To help you, first explore the following questions:

What does peace feel like within my soul?
What could peace in my everyday life look like?
What could Peace on Earth for everybody look like?
What could peace in my country, my community, my family, my relationships
with my creative children and with my partner look like?

QUEST 1

Make a tea, find a place of calm and start dreaming. Then get out your journal and
start writing ... craft your most resplendent vision of Peace on Earth.

QUEST 2

PART B : Listen to the Peace Mother Initiation Meditation in the Awakening to
Sacred Sanctuary. If you can, practice Peace Mother’s Meditation daily first thing in
the morning and last thing at night for 7 days or until you have unearthed and
awakened your vision of your peaceful world. Don't forget to take one small step of
action each day to make peace happen in your world.

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY SOUL'S VISION FOR PEACE
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

Ending head dramas
YOUR QUEST TASK
Your second Quest task is to stop rehearsing conversations and arguments in your
head. You are to give up drama-story making.
To do this, you are invited to create a mindset of peace and make thinking peace a top
priority in your life. You are to seek peace in every situation.
Instead of rehearsing scenarios in your head or arguing your point of view in imaginary
(and surprisingly articulate) conversations, you are to choose peace. You are to stop
indulging in hurtful mind-stories.
QUEST 1

It's easier to win an argument when you are vacuuming, naked in the shower, or falling
asleep at night, or when the person you are arguing with is nowhere near you. It’s
harder to give up your addiction to righteousness, but that is precisely what Peace
Mother is asking you to do. When you find yourself playing out a negative scenario or
argument in your head you are to apply this powerful technique :

QUEST 2

STOP IT.

It's really that simple, it's like giving up sugar. Quit the habit. Go cold turkey. Cut the
habit out of your life. If you do, however, drift off into imaginary arguments with others,
ONLY allow yourself to imagine scenarios where you find win / win solutions for
everyone. Your ego will soon get bored and peace will become your way.

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY THOUGHTS ABOUT MY HEAD GREMLINS AND ARGUMENTS
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Creating Sanctuaries of Peace
YOUR QUEST TASK
Your next Awakening Quest task is to create practices, or containers, to preserve
peace. These simple daily tasks are designed to create reservoirs of solace and calm
for you to drink whenever you find yourself stressed out or sliding back into
believing that violence or being a victim are the only methods of coping.

Do you have a physical place of peace in your daily life, perhaps a garden, a park,
or a meditation chair?
Do you have a practice - sacred dancing, prayer, chanting, swimming at the
beach, yoga, a ritual cup of tea - that returns you to a feeling of harmony?
Do you regularly listen to particular music, talk to a trusted friend, have a
therapist, mentor or guide to help you find mental peace and balance?
Do you have spiritual practice (or a few) that you can dip or dive into to renew
your connection to peace?

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

If yes! Then for the next 7 to 21 days, you are to take 5 minutes out of every
day to DO one of your peace practices. If No! Then it’s time to get cracking!

Your task is to explore one or many of the above suggestions to create containment
and expansion of peace within your life. Be mindful that your vision and experience
of peace is your own. What are the peace visions of other members of your
household? Approach this task with sacred reverence. The more you invest in
containing peace in your life the wider your soul well will become.

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
WHERE AND HOW WILL I CREATE AND CONTAIN MY POCKETS OF PEACE
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CONFLICT : THE EVERYDAY OPPORTUNITY
TO CHOOSE PEACE
Let's get honest. Somedays It can appear that Life is attempting to harden you, suck you dry
and drain your inner resources. It is also sadly true that not everyone will treat you the way
you want to be treated. People can be mean.
People can be cruel. They can be thoughtless, selfish, disrespectful and conniving. Somedays
people act badly, they get lost in their own egocentric stories and forget that they are good,
Somedays we get caught in their crossfire. On those days it can feel like the whole world is
against us.
And somedays those people are us.
Unfortunately, walking a Spiritual Path through Motherhood does not make us immune to
Bad Behaviour. Somedays, caught up the craziness of things, we'll have no interest in
coming home to peace. Just like those other people, you will have moments where you get
so stuck in the hell of your own fear, lovelessness and painful stories, that you want to tear
down other people's peace as well. Bouts of Bad behaviour are like that.
We forget that when we are caught in the turmoil of our own and other people's peaceless,
nasty behaviour, that spiritually speaking, and contrary to appearances, it's actually us who
determines our world. It's you alone that determines your world. While you might not
always have the capacity to change the circumstances that are happening to you, you will
always have the ability to decide how you respond to those circumstances. It's like the
conflict in your own mind.
You alone create illusions that you value until you are bored with them.

Illusions like I am worthless, I deserve to be treated unkindly, the world is full of struggle
and other colourful scenarios. How often do you need to fall into pits of pain and suffering
until you are really, really ready to get the lesson that pain and struggle are boring?
The choice is always yours.
The more you choose peace and discipline yourself to her to become her student, the more
you will align yourself to the kind, peace-filled, beliefs of your essential loving nature. As you
grow the inner resources to watch your self and then open in love rather than fear, the more
you will allow the waters of peace to flow into your world.
Peace will then rise, influencing your choices and soothe your soul. Violence and pain will
move away from your life because you are no longer investing in them. healing will happen.
trauma which is violent scar tissue for the soul, will fade and dissolve. Collaboration will then
replace conflict. Creativity will arise from the chaos that previously caused anger and hurt.
and equanimity, the Universal Wisdom of Peace Mother, will prevail.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Four

4

Ending your violence to your Feminine Soul
YOUR QUEST TASK
You are to bravely look at your relationships - personal, work and social and take 100% ownership of your side of the conflict that is affecting your
heart and the peace in your world.

When you are courageous enough to own the inner stories that lie deeper
than the waves of emotional pain in your world, take some time to
explore these questions :
What belief about the world is this conflict serving? Does it fuel your
belief in your own powerlessness, unworthiness or unwantedness? You
are continuing the conflict for a reason, what is it?
What dynamic is this conflict perpetuating? Is it like your childhood?
Whom could you be without this conflict?
What do you need - support, wisdom, emotional resilience or insight to help you clean up and completely heal your beliefs and patterns
that perpetuate this conflict in your life?
Now be even braver and ask and receive that support in your world
and clean up your side of your relationships.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

·

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY NOTES ABOUT MY SIDE OF MY DEEPEST CONFLICTS
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SACRED WATERS OF PEACE
The sacrament of Baptism is a ritual to reconsecrate the body with the presence of Divine Holy Light,
the spiritual essence within your soul. It is a way of consciously bonding the soul to the body and
blessing both as a sacred union.
Your Peace Mother ritual is to reconsecrate your body and soul in sacred union by immersing
yourself in water, either in nature or in a bath and ceremonially cleansing, honouring,
transfiguring and celebrating your hu-man life as divine.

You are to prepare for your baptism with purpose. You are going to use water to cleanse and then
restore healing and holiness. Use the water to ceremonially wash away old patterns, beliefs, hurts,
stories and wounds that have kept you in anything other than peace.
First go to the water and breath your intention upon her. Know that you are a Divine being
and that your words are full of power.

Say : "Holy Mother I now call your waters to be a blessing of restoration, cleaning and filled with holy
healing light. I breathe my presence upon thee (you) and activate this healing Rite.
Now hold your hands out and allow your blessing to radiate out through the palms of your
hands as you say :

"Great Mother Father Divine, grant me the grace to dive beneath your waters to a peace that is
deeper than my pain. Remove from me [ state the emotional pain you are releasing] and take it
back to its source, and then to your Light, for complete transformation and transmutation. May
Iknow myself as healed from now on." *
Now fully submerge yourself into the water.

Say : "Your waters provide the healing nectar needed by all living things. Your waters are the blood
of earthly life. Let me be born anew through your waters. Let the wellspring of possibility open
where pain once was. Let me see a new way to live peace-FUL-ly."
Submerge yourself three times, releasing more each time.

When you rise up, know that you have been released from your past, and blessed by your soul's
infinite potential. You are reborn new, sacred, holy, and with the wisdom of One who has completed
her trials. Know that you are also transformed, reconsecrated by your own Holy Light and healed by
Gaia, Mother Nature and the Sacred Mother, Divine Mother of us all.
As you end your ritual, send prayers of gratitude to the water and everywhere the water
flows. Know that you are healed, holy and whole. Then release the water from holding your
intention by saying :
"This is Done. It is done. I am done. Done."
* IN CASE YOU HESITATE TO GIVE THE EARTH YOUR WOUNDING
Don't think that by asking for healing you will pollute Mother Earth with something she cant handle.. Please know that there is
nothing that Mother Earth or the Divine Mother can not heal or take care of. You are not more damaged than She is powerful.
Trust Her. Surrender to her, Why do you see the Sacred Mother Earth as a mother who can't take care of her children?

SACRED RITUAL
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RITUAL NOTES
MY SACRED BAPTISM RITUAL

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
In the beginning, all Peace Mother wants is to
restore peace in your world. For some, she might
start her initiation by showing you clearly the
cause of why peace is not in your world. Suddenly
you might see conflict everywhere and you might
become acutely aware of exactly how many and
what things create violence (which causes)
trauma in your world.
Then after washing your wounds with her healing
balm, Peace Mother uses her water to take you
deeper. She wants you to know where you create
an attack, where you are attacked and where you
make attack real. To do that, Peace Mother
makes you face and take ownership of your inner
persecutor or perpetrator. The part of you,
through your thoughts, actions and deeds, harms
yourself and others.
This is not a pleasant place to look. You have to
stare down a whole heap of ugly. Do you have
nasty hurtful thoughts? Towards yourself and
others? I bet you do.
Do you have bouts of bad behaviour? I bet you do.
Can you be mean, violent, revengeful, blamey,

victimy, defensive and aggressive? I bet you can
be, And its exactly that behaviour that Peace
Mother wants you to face and love,
Yes. Love.
Because by loving the part of you that is so lost it
wants to make lovelessness real, you have found
the inner source of your shadow creator. You have
found the doorway into your Shadowlands - the
place where you get lost in the ego's world of
better than and worse than - and the states of
mind (that become lived realities) that justify
pain, hurt and violence towards others. Or
yourself.
There is another significance about facing and
owning our inner Perpetrator, it shows your
maturity. It means that your ego is robust and
healthy enough, that it has done its job of
protecting your innocence well enough, and that
it is now ready to dismantle. It means that your
soul is now awake enough to start her life's
contracts and do the life mission of creating and
loving that you came here to do. This is a very
good thing.
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POWER MYSTERIES
Imagine you are suddenly in the middle of the ocean, during a wild, crazy storm. Feel for
a moment the vast waves drawing you up 30 meters in height and then plummeting
you down back into the spray. Ever feel like your emotions do that to you?
Or imagine you are out on a flat windless ocean, bored, hungry and terrified of sharks.
Spending most of your hours wishing for rescue (an ocean liner or a desert island with a
bar fridge, or a desirable saviour with a million-dollar yacht), and the rest of your time
clinging to a dodgy dingy complaining that this is not what you want. Ever feel like your
life can be like that? Craving for what you don't have and not wanting what you've got?
The Mysteries of Peace Mother have your solution, but at first, it won't be something
you'll like. The power tools of Peace Mother will help you let go of your addictions,
cravings and aversions and swim down into your subconscious fears, memories, patterns
and beliefs. Peace Mother's power tools show you how to own, feel, face and release the
trauma held in your body. She will then show you how to heal trauma from your mind
and soul.
The first step is to learn the difference between drama, discharge and distress. Then,
how to be present with your pain and equanimously learn from It. To do this Peace
Mother restores you to your soul's blueprint of love, and your body's innate ability to
heal and restore itself. These skills are your birthright, and once learnt, you can then
remove the trauma you carry. Then without trying, you will become a magnetic vortex of
peace. You will become this because peace like love is the truth of who you are.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO PEACE MOTHER WISDOM
Becoming a Peace Maker is a commitment. It

“In my defencelessness,
my safety lies.”
- ACIM

requires learning conscious new ways of
communicating, expressing needs, processing
pain, facing demons, and becoming a champion
for equality and justice. Look to the resource list for
more skills if you are keen to explore this.
Healing our trauma is a heroine's journey. It allows
us to embrace the grace, gifts and grit of our own
imperfections and it unleashes our wellspring of
compassion. Healing our wounds and releasing
our pain body enables us to be in the world while
centred in unflappable peace. It won't stop Life
from creating waves, but it will mean that we are
mostly immune. Own your pain, swim deeper. Find
your whole self there. You're worth it.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Thich Nhat Hanh - Being Peace
Brene Brown - The Gifts of Imperfection
Peter Levine - Healing Trauma
James O'Dea - Cultivating Peace
Dr Patricia Sherwood - Emotional Literacy
Bessel van der Kolk - The Body Always Keeps Score
Paul Brand - The Gift of Pain
Foundation of Inner Peace - A Course in Miracles
Marshal Rosenberg - Nonviolent Communication
Jon Kabat-Zinn - Full Catastrophe Living

Lhamo x
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Peace Mother Prayers
Divine Mother
Take from me my addiction to pain
Remove from me my need to learn from it.
Take from me my sorrow
My bitterness
My retaliation and
My revenge.
Remove from me all cruelty and suffering
Snap the chords of hurt attached to my heart
Restore my soul to peace.
Amen
Sacred Mother
My heart is hurting
The pain in my soul is so strong
Gift me now your vision and insight
Let me know I'm fearless,
Let me know I'm strong,
Let me know I'm brave
Let me nestle in the knowing
that in your eyes of love
My pain is gone.
Amen
Soften my heart
Wash away my pain
Re-centre me in your Love
Restore me to peace,
Amen
Sacred Mother
Teach me
Show me
Another way
Bring me home to peace.
And do it now!
I AM READY.
Amen
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CHECKLIST ONE
PEACE MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Peace Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

LISTEN TO PEACE MAMA INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
READ RE-MEMBERING YOUR TRUE NATURE
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; YOUR VISION FOR PEACE ON EARTH
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; BUILD YOUR MOTHERLINE ALTAR
COMPLETE 3RD QUEST ; CREATE YOUR SANCTUARIES OF PEACE
COMPLETE 4TH QUEST ; ENDING YOUR VIOLENCE TO YOUR FEMININE SOUL
I HAVE RECONSECRATED MY BODY AND LIFE TO PEACE
CAN I LOVE MYSELF DEEPER THAN MY PAIN?
AM I READY TO BE LIVING KEEPER OF PEACE IN MY WORLD?
WHAT SKILLS DO I NEED TO DIVE DEEPER INTO MY EMOTIONAL LIFE?
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"Like the blue sky above
rain clouds,
peace is always present.
It is up to you to believe
and make it real."
LHAMO
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